
WELCOME

Welcome to Whitley Morgan Business

Coaching & Mentoring's quarterly

newsletter, providing you with updates /

tips and advice to help move you and

your business forward.

We are very lucky to work with a number

of experts expanding our team here at

Whitley Morgan to provide you great

advice in all areas of running a business -

this quarter we are pleased to introduce

Rob from Essex Social Media & Speedy

Commerce.
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Follow us on

Facebook for daily

business tips:-

https://www.face

book.com/groups

/whitleymorgan

https://www.facebook.com/groups/whitleymorgan


Adapting to the ever-changing retail landscape
 

This year has been perhaps the toughest year that businesses and business owners have ever, or

will ever experience in their careers. I don't think it's unfair to say that at the heart of it,

independent retail has been amongst some of the hardest hit industries, with long lockdowns,

social distancing measures and the psychological impact of “that person in the queue in front of me

might have COVID” resulting in the lowest footfall numbers ever recorded.

 

The landscape of retail and the economy hasn't just shifted for the pandemic – early data and

surveys indicate that it has in fact evolved, and the “new normal” may become something that we

as a society adapt to long after vaccines and lockdowns are done and dusted. In a recent survey

run by the ONS (Office of National Statistics), over a third of all retail spending was done online in

May of this year: “While it took 7 years to get from 9% to 19% (2012 to 2019) it took only 4 months

to get from 19% to 33% (Jan 2020 to May 2020).”

 

This isn't a new trend – e-commerce and online shopping as a whole has grown year-on-year, with

massive growth even without lockdowns. In November 2019, over £20bn was spent with online

retailers rather than physically in-stores. As far back as 2017, 51% of consumers surveyed stated

that they prefer to shop online. So how has the pandemic changed this?

 

It's less change, and more supercharge. With the removal of the ability to shop in-store, particularly

in the most recent lockdown at a time when non-essential retail is normally thriving, customers

turned to online regardless of age. Historically, online shopping has been more of a “young persons

game”, but the pandemic has ensured that consumers in every demographic have had to spend

time adapting to the new way of shopping with the use of tablets, computers and mobile devices.

Worldwide, e-commerce now accounts for 14.1% of all retail sales, with a predicted rise to 22% by

2023.

 

So all signs point to online selling – but where to start?! Marketplaces, Social Media, E-Commerce

websites... it's all a bit of a maze! The important thing is ensuring that you take a measured

approach to venturing into the world of online sales – what you're doing is deciding on a digital

version of your store. This means instead of facing up, you're focusing on site design and customer

journey. Instead of business rates, you're looking at ongoing fees and costs or commission. Just

because it's not a physical location, it doesn't mean it requires any less thought!

EXPERT SPOTLIGHT

Speed-E-Commerce is available to help – whether

you're looking to own your own digital e-

commerce website or require help and assistance

with the different marketing options and

understanding the pros and cons of each

marketplace and online supplier, we're always

available for a chat. No pushy pitch – a clear and

concise approach to help you reach the right

decision.

Rob Thomas

www.speedycommerce.co.uk

+44 (0) 7711 490269



YOU & YOUR BUSINESS - PLANNING

As we reach the end of 2020 its a good time for reflection and a great time to plan for

bigger and better things for the New Year (and based on this last year for most it can only

go up!).

Relook at your Business Plan - what was your goal for the business? Is it still the same?  

We always have to be fluid in business, like a flight path it may have to change to reach

the end destination.  There may be a few bumps on the way - but as long as you know

where your end goal is - you can keep heading in the right direction

STRUCTURE & LEGAL

It is also a good time to decide if you have the right structure for your business.  Are your

profits more than £25K?  If yes, you need to get advice about going limited.  If you are VAT

registered or thinking of taking on staff, let's have a discussion about going limited to see

what protection is in place for you.

PROCESS & SYSTEMS 

Remember a process is a way of systemising your business so that it can work without

you.  If your goal is to have more holidays, to retire early, to not work so many hours - the

only way to achieve this is to create processes that others can follow - ensuring a

continued consistent level of service is provided to your clients.



Follow us on Facebook for daily

buisness tips:- xxxxx

FINANCE

Most people's goals are to make lots of money - reviewing your Cashflow Forecast for

the coming 12 months allows you to control your finances. To not be in a position where

a bill needs paying that you were not expecting or can't afford.  Cash is still king and

being in a position of knowledge about your financial position will put you in good stead

for the future. 

MARKETING & SALES 

This time of year is all about reflection and review.  Reviewing your marketing plan is

something that should happen all the time - so use this opportunity to see how your

different activities are working - are they bringing in the desired result, whether this is

more money, more clients, increase in audience to your social media platforms. 

PERSONEL & HR 

Is your Handbook up to date?  Does it meet all the legal requirements as well as your Company

rules?  This is a good time to take a look at the handbook and make sure it is up to date and current.

"This is going to be your year,

so dust yourself off and get started"



Still not sure if having a business coach is for you?  
Consider these Benefits:

Encouragement and support for growth and improvement

Guidance/collaboration in research

Advice on all areas of running a business:

Set up & Structure

Marketing & Sales

Finance

HR & H&S

Receiving useful feedback

Think critically & creatively

Hear objective opinions

Grow your self-confidence

Boost your networking opportunities

Allows you to get a different angle on the same challenge

Focus either on specific areas or taking your business to the next level.

It allows you to continue to be accountable to someone to ensure that what needs doing, gets done.

Business coaches can help build a new business from the ground up, advising executives and

owners as they go through the process of setting up their business, defining its mission and goals,

and putting in place both long-term and short-term strategies for the business.



Follow us on Facebook for daily business tips:-

https://www.facebook.com/groups/whitleymorgan

WHITLEY MORGAN GENERAL NEWS & UPDATES

We would like to take this opportunity to thank our clients for their custom, for our

social media followers for their loyalty and all those that have been in touch with

Whitley Morgan this year - the time you extended to us is much appreciated.

We wish everyone a very happy holiday and

a very happy, healthy and prosperous 2021

"Turning Ideas

Into Reality"


